
 

Easy Ways to Plan 
Mother’s Day  
 

Unforgettable Mother’s Day Getaways 

Forget breakfast in bed–this Mother’s Day, treat 
the ladies in your life to the vacation they deserve. 
From weekend hiking excursions in the Catskills 
to phone-free retreats in the stunning mountains 
of Alaska, we gathered the most wonderful ways 
to show your love to the mom who deserves more 
than a day to celebrate.   

• For the Brand New Mom: Martinhal Cascais 
Family Hotel 

• For the Mom with a Favorite Pair of Hiking 
Boots: Discover Outdoors 

• For the Mom Who’s Up for an Adventure: Tordrillo Mountain Lodge 
• For the Mom Who Rocks a Five Iron: Sonnenalp Hotel 
• For the Mom Who Wants Her Children Off of Social Media: Sheldon Chalet 
• For the Mom Who Loves to Learn: San Ignacio Resort Hotel 
• For the Mom in Need of Pampering: Al Bait Sharjah UAE 

For the Brand New Mom 

Separation anxiety need not apply–give Mom a break while making beautiful family memories with 
the Baby’s First Holiday package at Martinhal Cascais Family Hotel in Lisbon. You’ll be greeted with 
a baby welcome pack and a special gift for the baby, then guided to your Deluxe Room complete 
with a private balcony, baby cot, bottle warmer and sterilizer, and changing mat. The package 
includes plenty of ways for new parents to unwind with a spa treatment for Mom and Dad, a 3-
course romantic dinner with a babysitter included, and two hours of childcare per day. Spend quality 
time dolphin-watching, hiking, or kayaking on the vibrant Lisbon coast, or explore the region by bike 
with Martinhal Cascais’s convenient on-site Bike Station. Martinhal’s first water experience for baby 
and parents rounds out this once-in-a-lifetime vacation.  If the beachy Algarve is more your style, 
the same package is available at Martinhal Sagres. 

For the Mom with a Favorite Pair of Hiking Boots 

Nature is a Mother, too, so she knows what moms need. From upstate in New York’s scenic Finger 
Lakes to the ancient beauty of Machu Picchu, Discover Outdoors plans excursions for families with 
every time frame and skill level. Moms can hike, bike, hang glide, and more through the world 
outside of their metropolitan life. The premier guide company scouts the country’s most scenic 
locales, plans expeditions, and provides transportation out of the city.  All you need to do is sign up, 
get outside, and let Mother Nature do the rest. For the adults, plenty of adventures end in beer, 
wine, or whiskey. If Mom needs a break from the kids, send her off on an all-women Morning 
Meditation, Nature Photography Course, or Overnight Backpacking adventure, or sign up for 
the Women in the Outdoors week. 

For the Mom Who’s Up for an Adventure 

Come to the Tordrillo Mountain Lodge for the blue skies of Alaskan summer and stay for the thrill of 
adventure in the unparalleled mountain scenery of the Tordrillo Range. The volcanic peaks are 
known for stable weather conditions, creating ideal opportunities for Alaskan heli skiing–in June, ski 
in your t-shirt through carvable corn snow and 75-degree weather. Other sporty summer pursuits 
include world-class fishing, mountain biking on glaciers, whitewater rafting, glacier and alpine hiking, 
rock and ice climbing, canoeing, water skiing, and more. After a full day of fun, unwind by the 
fireplace while Mom enjoys a glass of wine from the 500-bottle cellar or soak in the luxurious 
lakeside wood-fired hot tub and sauna. 

For the Mom Who Rocks a Five Iron 
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Hit the links in Vail, Colorado, at the Sonnenalp Hotel’s semi-private, 7,100-yard championship links 
style golf course. Take the whole family for 18 holes that cater to golfers of every skill level, with 
everyday playability as well as opportunities to find challenges for those who seek them. Add in 
some extra time to take in the breathtaking Rocky Mountain views, as the Sonnenalp Club is 
fabulously located to allow dramatic morning and afternoon sun to highlight the mountains’ natural 
radiance. Back at the Sonnenalp Hotel enjoy an exquisite spa experience, relaxing indoor and 
outdoor whirlpools with views of Gore Creek, and luxury lodging that perfectly captures the rustic 
charm of the Sonnenalp’s surroundings. 

For the Mom Who Wants Her Children Off of Social Media 

Get off the grid at Sheldon Chalet, a luxurious home away from home in a corner of Denali National 
Park so remote that you can only get there by helicopter. At an atmosphere of 6,000 feet, the 
troposphere above Sheldon Chalet is some of the thinnest on the planet–not great for cell signal, 
but ideal for jaw-dropping views of jagged snowy mountains, shooting stars, and the purple, green, 
and blue hues of the Aurora Borealis. Venture out onto the Ruth Glacier with a mountaineering 
guide or explore the crevasses of the surrounding Alaska Range, then return to the Chalet to 
indulge in gourmet, fresh Alaskan cuisine in a cozy lodge setting that only holds up to ten guests at 
a time. 

For the Mom Who Loves to Learn 

Culture, history, and conservation come together in one incredible place at the San Ignacio Resort 
Hotel in Belize. The Resort’s on-site guides entertain and educate while exposing guests to the 
tropical beauty of Belize. Explore ancient Mayan ruins that haunt the jungle, venture into San 
Ignacio for a taste of the local culture, or join a birdwatching tour to seek the elusive Crested 
Caracara. Discover the biodiversity of surrounding ecosystems while horseback riding, ziplining, or 
rappelling through caves. Book a stay in the River View Suite and enjoy complimentary access to 
the Resort’s Green Iguana Conservation Project, an interactive exhibit educating guests about the 
endangered Green Iguana, and the Medicinal Trail tour that investigates rainforest plants and herbs 
utilized by the Maya community for healing. 

For the Mom in Need of Pampering 

Moms are always looking after everyone else–give Mom some “me time” at a spa unlike any other. 
The Spa at Al Bait Sharjah UAE opens the door to traditional Middle Eastern beauty and wellness 
secrets, incorporating the most effective healing of the Far East. Using organic artisan products, the 
spa pampers and restores through body polishes, nurturing body wraps, rejuvenating beauty rituals, 
and therapeutic massages. Guests have access to separate relaxation lounges, hammam, steam 
rooms, and saunas. Your mom will return home relaxed, rejuvenated, and ready to take on the 
world. 
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